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@he general proMcm of the propagation of COSInic rays froIQ their soQrcc Until they RI'c observed 1Q the
vjcinity of thc earth js reviewed. The CBcct of MRttcr on the cosIQIC-rRy composltloQ 18 considered 1Q detail»
Rnd the egect of dif'fusion is treated in the depth necessary to study some models of the cosmic radiation
Qot previoUsly considered 1Q this manner. Yhc rcsQlts of thcsc calcGlations Show thRt there are SOIQC aspects
of the experimental observations, sQch as thc I'Rtlo of light to mcdjQIQ Qgclci Rs R fgnction of energy, which
Rrc Qot coQsjstcnt ~jth any cqQ14brlQIQ model of the cosIMc I'Mllat1on %Which docs not inch1dc R r1gldlty
dependence in the mean free path. This conch1sjon 18 independent of the sogrcc spectroIQ RssUQMd Rnd 18
ya]jd for a large class of source distributions. A series of possible explanations for the discrepancy between
thc obse~ed cxpe~mM data and the theoretical predictions of the equilibrjuIQ piety, re are considered,
RQd Sho~n to be Qnlikely. Faced ~ith this djleIQIQR, at tention 18 tQrncd to R 81IQplc QoncqgjHbrlQIH Inodcl,
consjstinj, of onc fairly close single sogrcc SUperlInposed oQ R general background. This picture ~as chosen
becagse jt SCCIIMd the siInplest Qxst step fI'oIQ cqUilibriUIQ. The calcQlations Sho~ thRt ~ piet@re leads to
considerably better agreement couth the experimental data, especially on the ratio of light to InedjgIQ
nuclei as a function of energy/nucleon. At least one irreconcilable exPerimental datum remains, namely, the
one measly. rement of the Qqorine-to-oxygen ratio.

I. INTROBUCTION

HE origin. Rnd history of the energetic cosmic rays
which contiDURHy bolnbard the earth is a subject

of considerable interest because of its relation to so
Inany fundamental Rspccts of thc galaxy Rnd possl4ly
the universe, including the energy content, the inter-
relatlonshlp of Inatter9 Inagnctlc fields» Rnd cosmic rays9
and thc nature of thc objects which Rrc able to Rccclcrate
pa,x'tlclcs to such 1Mgh cncx'glcs in very glcat numbers.
ID Rttcnlptlng t,o obt, MD R Micr Understanding of thcsc
questions, one of the fundamental problelns which Inust
be cxaIMned ls the pl opRgRtlon of thc cosInlc rays frolll
their soUrce to the vicinity of the earth where they are
observed. .

It ls generally bcllevcd thRt after lcRvlIlg thell
sGUlccs, cosInic rays diGUSC through lQtclstcllRx' space
%1th their Inotlon hieing controBcd Rnd Inadc randoln
on a laIge scale by the magnetic Acids. ID their passage
through interstellar material at least two mechanisms
RBcct the cosHuc-ray colnposltlon Rnd energy spectra;
these RIc flRgxncQtRt. ion produced 1D Quclcal lcactions
with the interstellar material and Coulolrib interactions
including ionization energy loss. Additional processes
which Inight RGect the energy dependence of the relative
CGIQpositlon Hlclude Fexlnl acceleration ln colllslons of
thc cosInlc-ray QUclcl with Inagnctlc lrregularltles lQ

clouds and a rigidity-dependent escape froIQ thc galax+,
ox storage region, if the cosmic rays are limited to some
I'cgloQ Rnd do not, pervade Rll of thc UQlvcI'sc. It ls also
possMc thRt cosIQlc rRys have passed through solne
material before leaving the source region, where the
above px'occsscs H1ay also occUx'.

In an earlier paper (Fichtel and Reames, 1966),' the
theory of energy-dependent pI'opagRtlon of cosInic rays
through interstellar space was developed under thc
following assumptions: (a) The source energy/nucleon

' C. E. Fichtel and D. V. Reames, Phys. Rev. 149, 995 (1966).
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spectra of aH multiply ~barged nuclei have the same
shape, at least above 100 MeV/nucleon. (Note that,
since all of the multiply charged nuclei that wiH be of
inter@st Rt thc source have Dearly thc sRIDC chRx'gc to
Inass 1Rtlo, this CGcctively pcrIQlts thc spcctla to be
both velocity- and rigidity-dependent. ) (b) The relative
abundance of He' and light nuclei (3&Z&5) at the
soux'cc Rl c QegbglMC coHlparcd to Hc RDd IQcdlUIQ
nuclei, respectively. (c) The average interstellar
potential path length from the source to the earth is
independent of the energy/nucleon of the particie. (d)
The potential path length distribution was reasonably
SIIlooth Rxld did Qot contRlQ R high pcx'ccntRgc of very
loDg ol vex'y sholt paths. IQ this SRIQc Rltlclc, alternate
RppI'oRchcs Rnd models suggcstcd in t4c 1ltcI'atUx'c were
also cxaIQlned.

SU4scqucntly, Dc%' DMasurcMcnts GQ the fragIncQ-
tRtloQ cross scctlons foI' cosmic rRys interacting with
intersteHar matter have been made, Rnd, in some
instances, their values are markedly diferent from those
previously ass~cd. IQ 4g4t of this Rnd Dcw Incasure-
mcnts on the x'clRtlvc Rbundanccs of coslnic rays, thc
calculations were x'cpeated, and the results presented in
a recent paper (Reames and Fichtel, 196'/)' together
%'lth R conslderatlon of thc proMCID of posslMc lntcI'-
stellar acceleration. The xclative abundances deduced,
in that pa,pcr in(Heated that there scclncd to bc Do
silnple way of explaining the experiIncntal results
particularly the relative abundance of the light
(3&Z&5) and medium (6&Z&9) nuclei within the
1Hnlts of the Rss~ptlons.

Thc RppllcatloIl of thc SRIQC plopRgRtlon ITlethod to
diferent types of Inedia including one which more
nearly simulated the source region was accompHshed by
Durgaprasad. Hc considered RQ ionized Inediuln, one
coQslstlDg of R cGInposltlon which Rpproxnnatcd that of

s D. V. Reames and C. E.Fichtei, Can. J.Phys. 46, 8544 (1968).
3 N. Durgaprasad, J. Gcophys. Res. 75, 1583 (I968).
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R supernova Rs DcRx'ly Rs posslblc~ RDd R par tlally
ionized region with a small percentage of hehum as weH

Rs hydx'ogcQ to better approximate lntcI'stellal spRcc.
The results of his work showed that within the range of
interest the shape of the rate of energy-loss curve was
virtually the same in all cases, but that the magnitude
of the 1Rtc Gf energy loss was glcatcx' fol Ionized TcgloQs.
Alsoq thcx'c %'Rs Qo SlgD16cant dlGcrencc bctwccQ thc
I'Rtc Gf cnclgy 1088 1Q pure hyclrogcn RQd thc combina-
tloD Rppl o~atlng lntcx'stcllRT spRcc. Thus~ ID this wolk
there ls no Deed to be concerned about the exact Inter-
stcllax' composition. If thc cosmic I"Rys have spent R

significant percentage of the material path length in an
lonlzcd soUI'cc 1cgloQ thcl'c ls RQ cGect which CRD

genexally be summarized as the suppression of heavier
elements at lower energies.

ODc RppI'oach which goes bcyoDd thc RssUmptloQ Gf R

single path length for all particles involves assuming
thRt thc cosmic 1'Rys RTC in cqu14bTIum Rt. R glvcQ point
Rnd fUl ther thRt thcx'e Rx'e Do spatial vRI'IatloDs or
second-order energy cfkcts. It hRS bccQ shown pI'c-
viously' that even with the inclusion. of R Fermi accel-
eration c8ect this approach will Dot give satisfactory
agreement with the experimental data. Cowsik eI, c).4
hRvc SUggcstcd RddlDg R ter3xl to thc cqURtlon fol 1088

of particles Rt R point which 18 1Dtcnded to I'epTcscnt,
the escape froxn the galaxy in an equilibrium model.
The mathematical results derived from introducing R

term for loss at a point are given by Cowsik et ul. ,4

and in Reamcs and Fichtel. 2 In the latter paper the
prcdlctloDS alc ShowQ to disagree with thc experimen-
tally observed ratio of light to medium nuclei. ActURBy,
the escape of particles should be included as a boundary
CGQdltlon 1Q thc Solution Gf thc coIQplctc cqURtloQ RDd

Dot Rs Rn RdditloQR1 term. Once boUDdRry conditions
Rrc considered) RD RQRlysis Such Rs thRt to bc plcscntcd
in this paper is appropriate, although only some of the
mathematically simpler cRscs will bc coDsldcIcd hcx'c.

In comparing experimental results to theoretical
predictions, the problem could be complicated by the
fRct that thc local solal modulation ls Dot yct kQowD

but the general belief is that it probably depends only
on the velocity and charge-to-mass ratio of the particle.
Therefore, although nuclei of thc same charge-to-mass
ratio but diferent charges will lose energy at diferent
rates in interstellar space, the Quxcs of these particles
will be modulated in the same way, thereby permitting
thc scpRx'RtloQ of modUlRtloD cRects fI'GIQ intclstcBRT

clmrgy 1088 RQd fraglTlcntation cBects.
In this paper, wc wish to review Rnd extend thc

pI'cvloUs work, 6rst by suHlmarizing thc fundamental.
consldclatlons Rnd expanding pRI'ts of thc pl cvlous work
to show more clearly thc nature of the problem, Rnd

secondly by pursuing the implications of the results and,

the posslblc x'cRsoDs 8uggcstcd 1D a prcvlous pRpcx' fox
the deviation of the experixncntal results from these
expected on the basis of the earliex calculations. Other
work on the same subject will also bc reviewed at the
RpproprlRtc points 1D thc discussion. Thc coDcluslGDs
reached after an examination of various alternatives
will bc prcscIltcd. A two-source IDodcl whclclD Gnc
xeccDt locRl 80Urce 18 supclimposcd GII R gcQcral cosmic-
x'Ry Qux will bc given spcclR1 consideration. CGIQstock
8$ A. hRvc plcvloUsly Suggcstcd R ScpR1Rtc two-soux'ce
model to explain the lowest-energy cosmic-ray Ob-
SCXVRtIOQS.

This section will be divided into two parts. The 6rst
paxt will be devoted to a brief SUDImary of the problem
of the cGcct of the travel of particles through matter and
the method used to determine the relative abundances
RIll energy spcctx'R after tx'Rvcl through Rny RDloUQt of
matt. er. The second part will involve a discussion of the
de'@sion proble, which must be treated more ex-
plicitly QGW' in anticipation Gf thc Qccd to consider Inore
complex cRscs thRD have bccn examined formerly.

A. Ei8'ect of Matter

Thc pl'cscQt approach to cDclgy-depcndcnt propagR-
tion Of cosmic rays through interstellar space is based
Gn thc Gnc dcscrlbcd 1Q dctR11 previously, which in-
clUdcs both energy loss RQd fragmentation. Thc fUQd3;
mental tlRQspoI't cqURtlon Used there 18

where j;(E„x)is the flux per unit energy/nucleon of
i-type particles of energy/nucleon E after propagation
through x g/cm' of material given their initial energy/
nucleon to be Z„w;(E„x)= (dZ/Cx); for these particles,
4; is the loss mean free path„hk; is the mean free path
fol production of $-type particles from k-type pRrticlcs,
and E, is the energy/nucleon at the source. The specific
assumptions IncntloDcd IQ the IDtx'odUctlon wei'e dis-
cussed in RQ earlier paper' in detail. Since the reasons
for believing the 6rst two have not changed, these
assumptions wiB be kept; however, the thixd assump-
tion wB1 be examined later, Rnd the fourth in Secs. II 3
Rnd III.

The calculations are made in steps of 0.02 g/cm~ and
thc individual elements floHl hcllum through oxygen
Rnd the charge groups 9&Z&19 and Z&20 Rre con-
sidered. The doxninant cross sections used in, the frag-

4 R. Cmvsik, Pash Pal, S. N. Tan(Ion, arj.d R. P. Verma, Phys.
Rev. 158, 1238 (196/); 167, 1545(E) (1968).

G M Colllstockq C. Y. Fails aild J.p. 8j~psoa Agtrophys J146, 51 (1966).
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Thmx I. Dominant &agmentation cross section (mb) versus energy (MCV/nucleon).
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A zero implies only that the cross section is less than 1 mb and hence negligible for the calculation.

mentation process are shown in Table I. Most of thc
cross sections listed are taken from experimental
measurements. ' "Note that the low cross section at
low energies for very heavy (VH) nuclei reflects the
fact that most of the total reaction cross-section results
in the production of nuclides of only slightly lower

change; the probability of producing a nucleus with
3&g&20 for a nucleus with Z=26 is extremely small
in this region. Loss cross sections for heavy (B) nuclei
Rx'c similar''yg cGcctcd. Slncc oxygen Icpx'cscQts thc
heaviest single element considered, its loss cross section
is morc nearly the measured total interaction cross
section as in the case for lighter elements. The cross
sections depend approximately upon 3'I'. The cross
sections for production of light nuclei shown in Table I
are now reasonably well known. '-'

ever, we now wish to consider at least some cases whcx'c

there is a substantial probabiHty for very long and,
morc importantly, very short path lengths. Therefore,
it is appropriate at this point to review thc problem of
thc dlKUslon of cosmic x'Rys.

The lux F; of particles of energy between Eo and
Es+AE at the observing point rs at L given by the
expression

F;(Es,rs) = d'r,

g F;;(E„r„r,Es,rs, t)S;(E„r„r),(2)
j&i

where the S; are the actual sources intensities, and

3. Diffusion, Source Distribution, and
Sollnd 8Xg Conditions

Previously, Fichtel and Reamcs' noted that because
of the smooth variation in the Bux ratios from 1 to
6 g/cm', the assumption that all cosmic rays have
tx'Rvel scd a glvcn amoUnt of mater lal Xo will give
essentiaHy equivalent results to assuming a reasonable

pa, th length distribution which has an average value of
Xo. That this statement is basically correct is evident
also from thc x'csUlts of Balasubrahmanyan 8t g/. ; how-

s R. Bernas, M. Kpherre, E. Gradsztajn, R. Klapisch, and F'
Viou, Phys. I etters 15, 147 (1965).

~ G. Albouy, J.P. Cohen, M. Gusakow, ¹PoBe, H. Sergolle, and
L. Valentin, Phys. Letters 2, 306 (1962).

s H. %'. Bertini, M. P. Guthrie, E.H. Pickell, and B.L. Bishop,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report No. ORNL™3884,1966
(unpublished).

9 J. Audouzc, M. Epherc, and H. Rccvcs, in Hjgk Ego'gy
ENdegr Zemfjogsie AsAophysics, edited by B.S. P. Shen (%'. A,
Benjamin, Inc. , New York, 1967).I F.Yiou, M. Baril, J.Dufaure de Citres, P. Pontes, E. Gradsz-
tajn, and R. Bernas, Phys. Rev. 166, 968 (1968).

» V. K. Balasubrahmanyan, E. Boldt, and R. A. R. Palmeira,
Phys. Rev. 14ll, 3115"/ (1965).

is the propagation function for the ith species of energy
Eo at ro and. $ arising from energy E, at the source r, at
time r bcfox'c I,.If the medium IQ which thc particles Rx'c

diBusing ls lsotl'oplc with R constRQt dcnslty 8, ox' CRQ Rt
least bc RpploxlIQRtcd by Rn RvcI'Rgc density~ thc
qURntlty t—v ls glvcn by

where l is the path length in conventional units arid. x is
the path length in density X length (e.g., g/cm').
FUI'tlml, lf 8; ls independent of time, ol' at least orl thc
average over the time scales of interest, then Eq. (2)
becomes

P;(Es,rs) = d r, dl Q F;;(E„r„Es,rs, l)S; (E.,r,).

In Eq. (4), F;; includes'both the effects of fragmentation
and energy lossq dlscusscd ln thc plcvloUs scctlonq and
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the diffusion function. These two elects arc strictly
separable if the di8usion function is not a function of
the type of particle or its rigidity. In fact, it is stiB a fair
appl'oxlnlatloD to coQsldcx' 'thcIQ as scpR1Rblc Rs long Rs
there is not an appreciable change in the diGusion
characteristics over the range of rigidities involved in
the transit of a given particle from the source to the
earth. Under the assumption mentioned, F;; is thc
product of a diffusion propagation term D(/, E(),r„r())
and a material propagation term M;;(E„Es,/).

Equation (4) then becomes

P,(E,,~,)=f d'r fd.) D (/,E„r„r,)

The last term in Eq. (5) represents the result of propa-
gation through / g/cm' of material and is, therefore, the
solution of Eq. (1) described in Sec. II A, i.e.,

j;(E(),/) =P M;;(E„E(),/)8;(E„r,). (6)

Equation (5) may now be written as

F;(E(),r,)= D(/, Es,r„r())d'r,
~j;(E(),/)d/. (7)

D 18 determined ln thc Inanncx' to bc desex'lbcd Dow, Rnd
the integral over dt' is accomplished by a means of a
computer in steps of 0.02 g/cm'.

Equation (7), in effect, simply states that the energy
spectrum dcduccd fox' cRch type of pRI'tlclc fox' R glvcQ
path length / is multiplied by the relative probability of
occurrence of that path length, and then this product ls
integrated over all possible values of the path length.

IQ order to obtain an explicit expression for D d'r,
which is in effect a potential path length distribution for
cosmic rays, speci6c models for the origin of cosmic rays
must be considered. At one extreme is a single source
region, perhaps thc galactic center, and at the other
perhaps is the concept of cosmic rays spread uniformly
throughout the entire galaxy or even the universe Rnd
fed by sources spread throughout this whole region. An
intermediate picture, " which is often thought to be
doser to the real situation, is one in which the cosmic
rays observed in our galaxy are the result of many
supernovas which are randomly spaced in time about
100 years apart and probably concentrated towards the
central part of thc galaxy and in the spiral arms. In thc
Grst part of the work that follows we shaH assume that
in the past, or at least that part in which a large part of
thc cosmic 1Rys obscrvcd RI'c ploduced thc probability
of cosmic-rRy pl'oductlon was lndcpcndeQt of tlIIley
because of thc time scales involved. This assumption
implies that aB of the situations which we are describing

"M. F. Kaplon and G. Skadron, Rev. Geophys 4, &'/'I (1966).

are equihbrium ones, which is reasonable for the cosmie-
ray case. An alternative concept is that they were all
pI'oduccd Rt onc point ln the past~ presumably thc
origin of the galaxy. The latter theory has the di6iculty
that the density of matter is such that the composition
of thc cosmic lays would plobRbly bc vcI'y diferent
from tha, t observed due to the very long path length.

Another possibility is that a single relatively close
supernova produced a signi6cant fraction of the cosmic
rays. This assumption will be explored in Sec. IV, and
the results must be reconciled with the considerable
evidence suggesting the constancy, to within a factor of
2 of cosmic rays over time periods which are long com-
pared to the time needed to traverse the average path
length.

A few mathematical models related to the problem
under consideration will now be examined and general
conclusions will then be drawn from the results of the
calculations. In looking at the problem of diffusion in
the galaxy, wc are faced with the diSculty of having
little idea of an appropriate model. Therefore, we shall
examine several extreme cases to try to place constraints
oD thc type of pI'occsscs which Inight be occurrlDg.

The consideration will begin with the diffusion from R
point source into a uniform medium of finite extent.
This will be foHowcd by the cases where the medium has
an in6nite extent and where there is a distribution of
souIccs. Thc distribution of potcDtlRl path lengths fxonl
a point source to an observation point a distance r away
can be obtained readily froID diffusion theory, "and is
given by the expression

S d ~ Nrrr! —rr'e'X/
Dh/= —P e sin

~
exp 6/, (g)2d'r ~-r d I 3d'

where d 18 thc dlstancc to thc cdgc of thc lTlcdiUm, X, 19
the mean free path between scatters, / is the path length,
RQd S 18 R norIDRllzlng constRQt which depends OD thc
intensity of the source. To obtain the expression in Eq.
(8), the flux at the boundary is actually assumed to be
zero. %hen this approximation is not made a much
morc complex form 18 obtainc(I; however, fox' thc pux'-
poses of this work, the expression above is quite ade-
quate. This formulation also assumes that the source
has been uniform in intensity throughout thc past. The
calculation which follows immediately now' can there-
fore be apphcd to the cosmic-ray case if the time be-
tween outbursts in a region to be considered is such that
e/t/(=6/) is small compared to the average distance.
Taking the particular example of Supernovas in our
ga].axy A~~IOO ycRI'8 fol the gR1Rxy Rs R whole) ox' fI'oIQ
10 to 102 times this value for a smaller region. If @=c,
and there is 1 atom/cm', 5/= 2&& 10-s to 2)&f~ g/cms
compRI'cd to Rn cstlIQRtcd Rvcr'Rgc pRth length fox'
cosmic rays of the order of 4 g/cms. The value of l

»E. N. Parker, Iekerp/ometary Dynoe»co/ Erorgres (Inter
srieacc Publishers, Inc., Neve York, j.%9).
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There are now four speci6c distributions that have
been developed, and the implication of these results
will be examined since most other possibilities will lie in
between these cases. For example, if the distribution of
sources in the medium is not centered about the ob-
serving point, the potential path length distribution
will appear somewhat like a superposition of Kqs. (10)
and (15). H the sources all lie appreciably away from
the observing point the potential path length distribu-
tion will appear similar to Eq. (10) only flatter and
broader.

Thus far, P has not been investigated in detail. In
principle X can be a function of both the position in
space and the rigidity of the particle. In 6ne structure,
X will certainly vary strongly with position; whether or
not it does on a larger scale is not an easy question to
answer, except that it probably increases toward the
outer boundary of the galaxy. Equation (8) shows that
this effect would increase the tendency towards an
exponential distribution in l at a smaller / value. Also,
if it is assumed X is equal to X0(r/ro)~, Eq. (10) is
replaced by

gl 3r ~r'—&

exp — . (16)
(g/p 0)() ())pi) (& P) l (& ()) — —

(2 P)2g 1

Further considerations of this type will not be pursued
because, as we shall see later, the resulting predictions
for cosmic-ray spectra and abundances are very insensi-
tive to changes in forms of this type.

A much more significant consideration is the possible
variation of X with rigidity. Clearly, it is unlikely that
all cosmic-ray particles will be aGected the same way by
the magnetic irregularities in space. In general, a
distribution in scale sizes of the irregularities would be
expected, and, since the particles of lower rigidity mould
then be expected to encounter more signi6cant deQec-
tions, their mean free path would be longer. However,
as Parker" has pointed out in relation to solar particles,
it is also possible for low-rigidity particles to follow field
lines along a large kink which would affect a high-
rigidity particle. Since essentially nothing is known
about the dependence of mean free path on rigidity
except that once the rigidity is large enough the path
lcilgth will dcclcasc with cllclgy, a trial function will bc
used with the aim of seeing what effect it has. Assume
that the mean free path was given by the expression
X=Xo+AR, which states that X approaches a constant
at low rigidities and then increases in proportion to the
rigidity at large values. The application of the mathe-
matical expression for P is restricted by the limitation
mentioned earlier in the section that D cannot depend
strongly on Eo, or it is not valid to separate it from the
material propagation term. LSee the discussion following
Eq. (4).j

Notice, however, that Eq. (14) for sources spread
uniformly throughout space does not depend on X and
hence cannot depend on rigidity.
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FIG. 2. The ratio of light to medium nuclei for a potential path
length of 4,5 g/cm' for the source spectra indicated in the figure.

III. EQUILIBRIUM MODELS

A. Comparison with Experimental Results

In this section, the resulting relative abundances of
the cosmic-ray nuclei will be studied as a function of the
source spectral shape and the potential path length
distributions developed in Sec. II for cases of equili-
brium. This study will be supplemented by a discussion
of other equilibrium models suggested in the literature.

As in an earlier paper, ' we shall choose three trial
source energy spectra ranging in steepness from a power
law in total energy to a power law in kinetic energy. The
specific expressions used are

dJ/dW=C W "
dJ/dR=C+ "
dJ/dE=C E"

where 8" is the total energy, R is the rigidity, and E is
the kinetic energy per nucleon.

For comparing the results here, the ratio of light (1.)
to medium (M) nuclei, the ratio of helium to medium
nuclei, and the ratio of heavy to medium nuclei were
chosen to be displayed, because the 6rst shows some of
the more signi6cant CGects since the light nuclei are
secondaries and because the latter two ratios are typical
of many of the others.

For comparison, the results for the case where the
potential path length was a 6 function, i.e., the common
fixed-path-length approximation, are shown first in
Figs. 2—4. Here the path length was adjusted to give a
high-energy I/M value consistent with the data. The
path-length distribution will in general be normalized
in this way whenever there is a free parameter. Note first
that the better cross-section data now available no
longer indicate that any increase in the light to medium
nuclei ratio should be seen at energies in the nighbor-
hood of 200—500 MCV. Therefore, if the increase seen by
some experimenters is real, it is not a fragmentation
C8ect. This CGect does not depend on the model, as we
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Fyo. 3. The ratio of helium to medium nuclei for a potential path
length of 4.5 g/cm' for the source spectra indicated in the 6gure.

be made. It was pointed out in Sec, II 3 that the same
approach to a solution, namely, simply integrating over
all path lengths with equal weight, also applied to any
equilibrium situation where there are not serious gradi-
ents in space or energy. Hence the experimental results
on the ratio of light to medium nuclei also exclude this
class of model. One important set in this class is any
universal model for the cosmic rays except those which
somehow would predict substantial spatial or energy
gradients.

Equation (15) referred to sources limited to a region
around the observing point. Figures 9 and 10 show that
the ratio of light to medium nuclei decreases markedly
at low energies, whereas the ratio of helium to medium
nuclei remains fairly constant. These characteristics
appear in cases where there is a reasonably high prob-
ability for short path lengths. The reason is that the
low-energy spectrum changes rapidly with distance
tl Rvcrscd~ becRusc thc 1Rtc of energy loss ls RQ lncrcRslng
function of decreasing energy. The result is that the
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Pro. 5. The ratio of light to medium nuclei for the case of a point
source expanding into an infinite isotropic medium for the source
spectra indicated in the 6gure.

shall see. Note also that L/M is essentially independent
oi energy and that He/M rises very rapidly at low

energies for steep spectra.
Turning now to the case of a point source expanding

into an infinite isotropic medium, Eq. (10) applies, and
thc results of the calculation outlined in Sec. IIB lead
to Figs. 5-7. These graphs show that there is little
difference from the previous case as expected since Eq.
(10) states that there is not a heavy weighting of very
short nor very long path length.

The next case considered in Sec. II 3 was the uniform
distribution of sources over an in6nite medium, which
led to a potential path length independent of l given by
Eq. (12a). Here, unlike the other cases, there is no
adjustable parameter which can be used to normalize
the result to the high-energy I/M ~alue. Hence, since
the calculated ratio of light to medium nuclei shown in
Fig. 8 disagrees with the observed one at high energies,
this case can be rejected at once, when ) is a constant.

An important more general statement can now also
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FIG. 6. The ratio of helium to medium nuclei for the case of a
point source expanding into an inhnite isotropic medium for the
source spectra indicated in the 6gure.



steep initial spectrum is bent downward quickly; thus
if there is a relatively high probability for short path
lengths, the low-energy region reRects the source
characteristics quite strongly. -Thus a relative low
abundance of light nuclei is seen, and the ratio of helium
to medium nuclei has not had a chance to increase much
as it will with additional passage through matter,
because of the greater rate of energy loss of heavier
nuclcl.

Another case of possible interest is the one in which
all of the sources are at a distance which is greater than
some value. This possibility can be approximated by
assuming that sources are uniformly distributed beyond
soIne radius ro from the observing point. The resulting
path-length distribution would then be obtained by
subtracting some multiple of Kq. (15) from Eq. (14).
Regardless of the assumptions about the value of X,

except that it is a constant, the L/M value will now be
even larger at high energies than for the case of uni-

formly distributed sources since the average path length
is even larger. Thus this Inodel by itself is Qot in agree-
ment with the experimental result.

The results of the above show that none of the above
distributions gives a very satisfactory agreement with
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experimental results on the light and medium nuclei
unless the increase at low energies due to the modulation
effect were much stronger than expected.

Consider next the case where X is possibly R function
of rigidity. Figure 1j. shows the result for a point source
cxpRndlQg into RQ 1Q6nltc lsotx'oplc medium with
X=a(1+bR), i.e., essentially a constant at low rigidity
and proportional to rigidity for large values. The
variation of the ratio of light to medium nudei is in
reasonable agreement with experiments over the
measured range as are the other ratios, but it should be
remembered that this form would predict that the ratio
of light to medium nudei would decrease at high
rigidities. In general, it seems possible that X should
ultimately increase with rigidity, and hence if the
cosmic-ray sources are in the galaxy, then the light-to-
medium ratio should decrease at very high energies.
However, the variation with energy could be much
snlallcx' than thRt pl cdlctcd by R X depcndencc Rs
extreme as the one chosen above to obtain agreement at
low energies. Further, such an extrcme rigidity de-
pendence implies a very steep source spectrum, j,~E.—"
Instead Of Je~E. ' . Using RQ RPPX'ORCh WhCI'C lt ls
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Note thRt Flg. 5 shows
that the choice of source spectra is
not critical.

assumed that the variation of the light to medium
nuclei with cncx'gy ls ln fRct duc to R VRI'1Rtlon of thc
mean potential path length with rigidity, Apparao""
and aiswas et al.'~" deduced a variation of path length
with rigidity which peaks around 200-500 MCV/
nucleon, similar to the result here. Kaplon and Skadron'2

suggested that this dependence of the path length on
energy/nucleon may be 'tile 1'cslll't of a 1lgldlty-depend-
ent mechanism at the source. It couM also be due to a
rigidity-dependent path in space, as mentioned earlier.
It seems dificult to explain why the rigidity dependence
needed to obtain agreement with the experimentally
observed ratio of light to medium nuclei should exist.
Speci6cally, why should there be a strong rigidity
dependence between 03 and 1.5 BeV/nucleon and
appRI'cntly vcx'y llttlc above, Rssumlng thRt thc x'Rtlo of
light, to medium nucl. ei is approximately constant above
1.5 BeV/nucleon. H the ratio of light to medium nuclei
should contlnuc to dccx'cRsc markedly with incI'casing

energy/nucleon, then a very flat source spectrum is

implied, as mentioned before.
Another set of components of interest are deuterium

Rnd. He'. These elements are presumably nearly absent
in the source; thus whatever cruxes are seen are pre-
sumably secondary. Experimental data" " on these
nuclear species only exist in the low-energy (&300
MCV/nucleon) region. The interpretation of theHe'
data ls complicated by the fact that the He' charge-to-
mass ratio is appreciably different from that of the
paI'cnt nuclei~ Rnd hcIlcc Hc ls modulated dlGerently

1~ M. Q. K, Apparaoi Nuovo Clmento 32~ 1158 (1964).
~~ M. V. K. Apparao, Proc. Indian Aced. Sci. 62, 78 {1965).
lv S Qjswas S RRIQadural~ and N Sreenlvasani phys Rev

149, 1037 (1966).
&8 S.Qiswas, S.RRmadural, Rnd N. Sreenivasan, Phys. ReU. 159,

1063 {196'I).
»C. Y. Fan, G. GloecMer, and J. A. Simpson, Phys. Rev.

Letters 11, 329 (1966).
20 S.Biswas, P.J.LRVahare, S. Ramadurai, and N. Sreenivasan,

Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. 65, 104 (1967).
» F. %.O'Dell, M. M. Shapiro, R. Silberberg, and B. Stiller, in

I'roceekggs of the Ninth INIernarioeal Colfermce on, Cosmic Egys,
Iol/gal, g5 (The Ins'tltute of Physics Rnd The Physical Society~
London, 1966), Vol. I, p. 412.

» C. &. Fan, G. Glockler, K. C. Hsieh, and J.A. Simpson, Phys.
Rev. Letters 16, 813 {196'I).

»g, R„Dennis, G. D. Badhwar, C. L. Deney, and M. F.
Kaplon, SulL AIQ. Phys. Soc. 12, 583 (1967).

from He4 in the solar system in a way which is not yet
well determined. Ramaty and Ligcnfclter'4 have con-
sidered the problem in detail, actually using thc com-
bined data to estimate the solar modulation, and found
the data to be consistent with an average interstellar
path length of 4&1 g/cm'. Since their work is complete
in itself and agrees with that of most others" """who
have considered this particular problem, the calculation
I'elated to these secondary particles will not be repeated.
here. Rather it will simply bc pointed out that this
result is consistant with the results presented already
for the heavier nuclei in the low-energy region except
for spectra which are quite steep, and, as in the case of
the heavier nuclei, the result is generally not sensitive
to the particular diGusion model chosen.

A serious problem arises, however, in relation to the
one measurement made so far on the relative abundance
of Quorine. After the cosmic rays have passed through
3-5 g/cm' of material, the fluorine abundance should be
about 1 or 2% of the abundance of oxygen or carbon due
to fragmentation of elements heavier than Quorinc. The
appropriate cross section is not really known, but by
analogy to similar reactions such as I""(p,pN)Frs a
reasonable estimate can be made. The principal cross
scctlon ls thc onc foI' thc pI'oductlon of QUorinc from
neon, which is about 40 mb at 100 MeV/nucleon and
decreases towards higher energies. Fan et ul.26 found
experimentally a Quorinc-to-oxygen ratio of & j..4& 10 '
for an energy interval around 10' MeV/nucleon.
Bux'bldgc 8$ GL. hRvc suggested R two-component model
to explain this result, one component of the cosmic rays
having gone through 0 g/cm' and the other through
20 g/cm'. These two components are then added in such
a way to give the correct light-to-medium ratio. Using
the procedure outline in Sec. II A, the composition at
20 g/cm' was calculated and added to the composition
at 0 g/cms in proportions which gave the light-to-

~ R. Ramaty and R. E. Lingenfelter, Can. J. Phys. 46, S627
(1968).

2I' J.P. Meyer, D. K. Hagge, and F.3.McDonaM, Can. J.Phys,
46, 8503 (1968).

'~ C. V. Fan, G. Gloeckler, and J. A. Simpson, Can. J. Phys.
46, 8548 (1968).
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medium ratio observed experimentally at 100 MCV. For
Rn initial spectra wherein J R '5, a Auorine-to-oxygen
I'Rtlo of R40Ut 0.01 was obtained. Similar I'csUlis wcI'c
obtained for J S" "and J E ".Further, a lithium-
to-boron ratio of about 5:3 is obtained compared to the
experimentally measured, value of about, 2:3. Finally,
if the two spectra are added to give the correct I/M
ratio at low energies, a result inconsistent with the data
is obtained at high energies because the 20 g/cm2
spectrum is much Qatter and hence strongly dominates
at high energies. Thus, when examined in detail, this
model also sccQls not to lcRd to pI'cdlctlons coQslstcDt
with cxperimenta1 results.

Various other RssUTIlptlons lnclUdlrlg those RlI'cady
discussed here wiB also not lead to a Quorine-to-oxygen
ratio which is nearly as low as the expcnmental result
of Fan et u).26 '|Lptthethcr the fragmentation occurred in
the source or in the interstellar medium is also irrelevant
unless it occurred during the acceleration phase. In this
case, it may be possible to explain the results, but much
more must be known about the acceleration process.
(See, e.g. , Comstock et al. ') There are still two possible
ways ln which the I'csUlt coUld 4e coQslstcnt with thc
fragmentation concept of the formation of light nuclei.
Firstly, the assumed cross sections could be wrong;
secondly, the experimental measurement of the upper
limit of Auorine couM be wrong. Therefore, it. would be
extremely desirable to measure the neon™to-Ruorine
cross section as well as the px'oduction of Quorinc by
hcRvlcI' clcITlcnts» Also 1Q vlcw of thc very Unique
character of. the Quorlnc R4undancc measuremcnt»
condrmation by a second experiment would be desirable.

3. Ayyarent Failure of the Equilibrium Model

The fallUI'c to achlcvc Rgrecmcnt 4ctwccQ thc pI'c-
diction of the models described thus far in this work and
experimental results may possibly result from several
features. In the following paragraphs we shall examine
what to us appear to be the most obvious potential
difIIcultles with thc px'cscnt RppI'oRch Rnd hence possl-
4ilities for the discrepancies. First, however, it is worth
reemphasizing that the alternatives are being considered
below because there no longer seems to be any way to
resolve the dilemma within the framework already
dlscUsscd.

(a) Propagation through material in interstellar
space ox' ln thc source may Dot 4c thc doIDIQRnt px'occss
for producing light nuclei and/or they may be emitted
directly 4y thc souI'cc. This poss14111ty has 4ccn coIl"
sldered from time to tune„'"but, to our knowledge„no
formal treatment in the literature exists. There is Qo
means known to us of forming the nuclei such as I i, Be„
]3» Hc» RQd F dullng thc RccclcI"Rtlon pI'occss cxccpt 4y

mg G. M. Comstock, C. Y.Fan, and J.A. Simpson, in I'ry88edjggs
0 gh8 E$+fh IQg8fQgg$0@A COSf8f8NC8 ON COSA' @gag, JONgPPg, i%65
The Institute of Physics and The Physical Soriety, Landon,

j.966), Vol. I, p. 383.

fragmentation. Also, it is not yet clear how the rather
unique variation of the ratio of light to medium nuclei
with energy observed experimcntaHy could bc derived
theorctically.

(b) There may be further inadequacies in the cross-
section data. This possibility, although once of great
conccI'n» no longeI' seems Rs slgD16cRDt» 4ccRusc of tjlc
cxtcQslvc Qcw dRta on mos't of thc sig1Bicant CI'oss
scctlons. There Rl'e still some lIDpoI'tRQt gRps ln thc
data, such as the production of Quorine.

(c) The source spectra for particles of the same
charge-to-mass ratio may not be the same. The theo-
I'ctlcR1 I'cRsons fol' 4cllcvlng slmllar 80UI'cc spcctI'a exist
at the source were outlined previously. ' The existing
experimental evidence for heliuln, medi~, and heavy
nuclei is roughly in agreement with the assumption of
similar source spectra and an average interstellar path
of a few g/cm'. This last statement is certainly true of
carbon and oxygen, the principal parents of the light
nuclei. Finally, there is no known way, consistent with
thc observed experimental dRta„fox' thc spectra to diGcr
in a way which would significantly help in resolving the
dilemma of the ratio of Hght to medium nuclei.

(d) The observed features of the galaxy are con-
siderably more complicated than those of the models. A
reexamination of the models show that additional
complications are not likely to resolve the problem
unless they either (1) introduce a very unlikely rigidity
dcpcndcDcc fox' thc mean path length foI' scRtteI'lng or
(2) introduce a very unique rigidity-dependent trapping
Rt the soUlcc.

(e) The energy spectral measurements on the light
or medium nuclei Rnd other species are wrong. Although
this may be a possibility because of the difhculty of
charge Rnd energy Ineasurements in the intermediate
energy range, for the purpose of this work we shall
Rssumc thRt they Rlc correct Until subsequent work
indicates otherwise.

(f) Solar modulation. There is almost certainly a
r]gldlty dcpcQdcQcc ln thc solar modulation» but its
magnitude and form are not yct certain, Since light
nuclei have R slightly higher rigidity for a given velocity,
thc effect of thc rigidity-dcpcndcnt modulation ls
generally to increase slightly the light-to-medium ratio.
Estimates of the degree of modulation by Ramaty and
J.ingenfelter 2' Gloeckler and Jokipiig and by Durga-
pl'RsRd ek cl. seem to Indicate that thc lncx'cRsc ls at
most a 2—6% effect around 300-500 MeV/nucleon,
which is not enough to RGcct the previous discussion
signi6cantly, and would for thc most pRx't be hidden in
the experimental exx'ors. Under extreme assumptions,
e.g.» RSSUInlng thc modulation function Rs of thc form
exp( —C/PR) down to low energies, the modulation
@Sect could lncI'cRsc the light-to-Incdlunl I'3,tlo

@G. Gloeckler and J. P. Jokippi, Astxophys. J.148, L4$ ($9@').
30 N. Durgaprasad, C. E. Fxchtel, and D. E. Guss, J. Geophys.

Res. 72, 2765 (19@).
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5—15% a,t about 100 Nf CV/nucleon, but more likely the
rigidity dependence of the modulation decreases at low

energies making the eGect quite small. If, in the extreme,
the modulation mere that necessary to produce the
low-energy cosmic-ray spectrum resulting from the
supernovae theory proposed by Colgate and Johnson, "
R slgn16CRDt poI'tloD of thc dlGclcDcc between the ob-
served and predicted ratio of light to medium nuclei
could be explained by a modulation mechanism which
was rigidity-dependent. However, the helium-to-med-
ium ratio at low energies would then be very large and
inconsistent with observations by large factors. Also,
the energy density of the cosInic rays in the galaxy
mould then be very large.

(g) Tile cos1111c1ays COI11c f1oII1 morc 'tlla11 QIlc solll'cc

type. Assuming more than one source type in an equili-
brium model does not resolve the difliculties unless one
introduces a unique composition effect at the source.
The case of a nonequilibrium model will be considered
in Sec. IV.

IV. NONEQUILIBRIUM MODELS

In exploring this possibility, it must be remembered

that there is some evidence from meteorites that the
cosmic rays have been constant on the average within a
factor of a few for a million years or more. The proposed
sources must also produce the observed energy spec-
trum. The simplest, and in many respects the most
likely, model of this type is one in which the particles
from a single recent rdatively close source are super-

imposed on the cruxes from all the other sources, whose

eGects can be represented reasonably well by the models
discussed earlier. This possibility will be treated further
in the next several paragraphs.

The potential path-length distribution for particles
observed from a single source will be very diGerent from

the ones already discussed. Assuming the particles are
released within a short period, at least short compared
to the time since their release, the path length of any
observed particle will just be the velocityg time; hence
each energy interval mill have a unique potential path
length which will be proportional to the particle's
velocity. The relative intensity will be determined from

an assumed diGusion picture, the work in Secs. II A and
II 3, and the path length determined by the velocity,
time, and interstellar density.

In allowing this new degree of freedom, we shall

return to what appears to us to be the most reasonable

or at least the simplest model for the remainder of the
cosIDlc rays) namely) R uniform dlstllbu'tlon of souI'ccs

in space and time diGusing into an in6nite isotropic
medium. This model has at least two other advantages.
First, the results are independent of the diGusion

codFicient. Second, it applies both to the cosmic-ray

Inodel ln which the cosmic rays pervade the ~hole

"S.A. Colgate and J. H. Johnson, Phys. Rev. Letters 5, 235
(1960).

universe in equal intensity and the one in which the
diGusion in the galaxy is slow, as present models would
suggest, and there is a sufficient number of galactic
sources spread fairly randomly —at least in the plane.
The results of the earlier work showed that there was
reasonable agreement with the experimental data at
low energies, but not at high energies.

If a relatively new dose source has occurred, the high-
energy particles will be reaching us more ef6ciently than
the lower-energy ones even if the mean free path for
scattering is independent of energy, simply because the
diffusion coeffrcient is proportional to p. In order to
D1Rkc thc dlscusslon quRntltRtlvc lsotI'oplc dlGuslon
will be assumed and it will be assumed speci6cally that
the diffusion picture described by Kq. (10) is valid.
Equation (10) gives the relative probabilities of various
path lengths as a function of i and hence for P in this
case by using Kq. (3) since t r is now—a constant. The
intensity of the various components for a given source
spectral shape can then be obtained. There are CGec-
tively two adjustable parameters in Kq. (10), the
constant multiplying P 'I' at the front and the constant
multiplying P ' in the exponential, since the other
constants multiplying P to give I can be absorbed in
these two. The 6rst of the constants was adjusted to
give the observed ratio of light to medium nuclei at high
energies when this single source is added to the general
background. At high energies this single source would
represent about 40% of the total cosmic-ray flux. The
second constant was adjusted to give the best 6t to the
data for light to medium nuclei. The choice of this
second constant implies that the cosmic-ray intensity
will increase substantially in the future, reaching a
maximum of up to 10 times the present value at high
energies. Without knowing r /X, it is not possible to give
a precise time scale, but 10'—10' years is probably
reasonable.
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FIG. I2. The ratio of light to medium nuclei for the case of a
relatively recent local source superimposed on the Aux of isotropic
sources in an isotropic medium described in the text in Sec. III for
the source spectral shapes given in the figure. References for data
points are given in Reames and Fichtei (Reis. 2 and 32).
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FIG. 13.The ratio of helium to medium nuclei for the case of a
relatively recent local source superimposed on the flux to isotropic
sources in an isotropic medium described in Sec. III for the source
spectral shapes given in the 6gure. References for data are given
in Fichtel and Reames (Ref. 1).
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FIG. 14. The ratios of heavy and very heavy to medium nuclei
for the case of a relatively recent local source superimposed on the
Bux of isotropic sources in an isotropic medium described in Sec.
IG for the source spectral shapes given in the Ggure. References
for data points are given in Fichtel and Reames (Ref, 1}except
points indicated by squares, which are from %ebber and Ormes
(Ref. 33).

3~ D. V. Reames and C. E. Fichtel, Phys. Rev. 162, 1291 (1967).
33 VV. R. Nebber and J. F. Qrmes, J. Geophys. Res. 72, 5957

(196'I).

Yhc xcsults of thc RddltloD of this SoUIcc CRlcUlRtcd

in the manner just described superimposed on a Aux of
lsotl'oplc 80Ux'ccs ln RD isotroplc medium 18 shown ln
Figs. 12-3.4.32 33 A reasonable agreement with experi-
mental data is possible with a source spectrum whose
stccpnc88 lies bctwccn j,~8 RIld j,~E . ID
particular it is seen in Fig. j.2 that it is possible to
produce an increase in the ratio of light to medium
nuclei in the energy range where an increase is observed
experimentally and. also have agreement with the
cxpcrlIncntRl dRtR Rt, low encl'glcs. FlgUI'cs j.s Rnd 14
show that it is also possible to obtain agreement with
the observed ratios of other hcavy elements within the

rather large uncertainties of the present experimental
dRtR.

V. SUMMARY

A comparison of the experimental data to the predic-
tions of R large number of equilibrium models for the
cosmic-ray propagation has shown. that none of the
models for which the mean free path was independent
of rigidity yields results which are in agreement with thc
experimental data, especially the xatio of light to med-
ium nuclei. Further, the models selected were su%-
ciently varied and covelcd enough extremes so that
other likely models which come to mind would give
results intermediate between those predicted by some
of the cases considered here, and therefore would be in
disagreement with the experimental data also. As has
been mentioned before, agreement with the ratio of
light to medium nuclei can be obtained by choosing an
appropriate dependence of the potential path length
on energy. However, this dependence appears to be
dificult to )Ustify.

Qnc particular experimental result, namely, the
Quorine-to-oxygen xatio at low energies, about 100
MeV jnucleon, seems to be in basic disagreement with
the fragmentation concept, Rnd, therefore this cosmic-
ray abundance ratio and thc lelcvRQt cx'oss sections
deserve serious attention.

Several possible explRQRtlons fox' thc diRcrcncc bc-
twccQ thcolctlcal predictions fox' thc lclativc RbUnd-
anccs of charges Rnd thc observations werc considered
with a particular emphasis on the light, medium,
heavy, and, very heavy nuclei as groups, since consider-
able data exist fox' thcsc spcclcs. It wRS scen that such
considcrRtions Rs thc light nuclei bclQg px'oduccd ln R
w'Ry otlMx' thRD fragmcntatlon~ lnadcqURtc CI'oss-scctloIl
data, di6'erent source spectra, a very complex galactic
picture~ pool experimental mcasurcmcnts~ Rnd solar
modulation either did not seem to be likely explanations
for the deviations on the basis of directly applicable
data, or were very unlikely to provide an acceptable
sohitloQ wlthlD thc fraIncw'oxk of oui pleseQt UQder-
standing of other phenoInena.

One possible explanation which removes the difIj.cul-
ties associated with the ratio of light to medium nuclei,
Rnd still gives reasonable agreement with the Inedium,

Rnd vcx'y heavy I'clRtlvc RbUndRQccs is a QOD-

equilibrium model, where there has been one recent
relatively close souI'cc thRt 18 DiRkiIig R slgn16cant
contribution to the locally observed cosmic radiation.
If this concept is coxrect, the compostition of the high-
energy cosmic rays when examined in detail will reQect
the fact, that about half of the high-energy cosmic rays
have gone through a relatively small amount of mate-
rial. Further, lt is possible that the energy spectrum. of
the "recent, close" source is slightly di6ercnt than the
RvcI'agc resulting lIl R vRilRtion 1Q the conlpositloD at
large cosmic-ray energies. It would bc very valuable,



thexcfore, to have detailed composition measurements
of the cosmic radiation at high energies, as well as
low cIlcxglcs, to compare with thc VRIlous possible
pI'cdlctions.
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Lunar Laser Ranging and the Brans-Dicke Theory
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I.as«ranging to an optical corner reflector on the lunar surface may make possible a test of non-Newtonian
gravitatjona]. theories. The results of a theoretical calculation of the Brans-Dicke corrections to the laser-
pulse transit time are compared with results previously obtained for the Einstein theory. A fur ther analysis
of the measurable non-Newtonian correction term which dominates the predictions of both theories indi-
cates that the term probably is common to all Lorentz-covariant gravitational theories.

L INTRODUCTION

~HE technlquc of Iascl I'Rnglng —an RccuI'Rtc %Ry
of determining distances —may shortly be used

to measure the earth-moo»ep»ation. It has been pro-
posed. that a laser pulse sent from the earth bc reQected
by an optlcR1 corner rcRector sltuRtcd on thc luQRx'

surface. ' Vhth present techniques, such laser ranging is
capable of determining R transit time to RIl RccurRcy of
somewhat better than a nanosecond, or about 2 parts
in (0m This would correspond. to a precision of some 10
cm in distance if the speed of light mere well enough
known. The anticipated improvement in experimental
results provides strong motivation for obtaining a theo-
retical expression of like accuracy. Not only should
previous calculations bc carried. to a higher order of ap-
proximation, but new eGects may need to be included
as well. Among such eGects, not previously detectablc
but perhaps newly visible, are those arising from a dif-
ference between Newtonian and other gravitational
theories. If these are indeed observable, then this ex-
periment can provide another welcome means of testing
grav tatioI al theories.

An exploratory calculation~ was made by one of us in
which contrlbutlor s to the pulse transit time by
Einstein's general theory of relativity were evaluated.
These contributions arise in the lunar motion and in the
propagation of the light itself. The latter, however, are
small enough to be masked by uncertainties in the value
of the speed of light. Observable corrections from the
Einstein theory come, rather, from the lunar motion.

The present work investigates the predictions of an
alternative description of gravitation —the scalar-

~ National Science Foundation Trainee, 1967-68.
~ C. 0, Alley, P. L. Bender, R. H. Dicke, J. K. Faller, P. A.

Franken, H. H. Plotkin, and D. Y. . Vhlkinson, J. Geophys. Res.
70, 2267 (&965).' R. Saierlein, Phys. Rev. 162, $275 (1967).

tensor theory of Brans and Dicke'—eels d vis the laser-
ranging experiment. A calculation for this theory
follows very closely that used for the Einstein theory,
and details of the approach are contained in Ref. 2. It
is primarily the results of such a calculation that are of
interest here; they are presented in Sec. II and the
Appendix. In addition, a further analysis is made in
Sec. III of the dominant non-Newtonian term in the
transit-time expression. The origin of that term, a term
appearing in both Einstein and. Brans-Dicke theories,
should be morc px'cclscly kQOWQ If lt Is to px'ovldc R x'cRl

test of these two gravitational theories.
The discussion ends 1Q Scc. IV with R fcw words

about other possible ways inherent in the j.aser-ranging
project of testing the Einstein and Brans-Bicke theories.

». ~ULNAE T~NSIT TIMZ

Because the lunar ranging data will take the form of
3surements each abouti 2 5 sec IQ length

turn to the tRsk of expx'csslQg this time lntcx'val

analytically.
The first part of the calculation requires only a very

approximate form of R metl lc teIlsol descl'lbing the
local space-time geometry. This would normally be de-
rived fl om the Geld equations of thc scalar-tensor
theory. Since, however, tensor components are only
needed to an order of 1/c2, an order dictated by the size
of the results, weak-6eld metrics that have already
appcRI'cd ln the lltex'Rtulc Inay bc adapted to this
problem,

Once such R metric is acquired, , the cGects of the
theory on the propagation of light itself are dose at
hand. To get an expression for the proper time that will
be observed by the earth-bound observer, one need only
lntcgl ate the px'opex' time di6erential ovcl his woI'ld line

3 C. H. Brans and R. H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 124, 925 (1961).


